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Dear readers,

"Your Network defines your Net Worth" ... admittedly, our newsletter has never started with

the wise words of a former heavyweight boxer. Nevertheless, they fit perfectly into the

theme of the current issue: networking and linking as the key to successful business models

and sustainable mobility solutions. Expand your network at the ITS Austria Conference,

experience the highlights of the ITS World Congress and immerse yourself in the world

linking of services.

Enjoy reading yours truly,

AustriaTech-Editorial Office

That was the ITS World Congress 2018

Mobility recipes of the future, a rich conference

programme and connectivity as a crowd-puller. At this

year's ITS World Congress in Copenhagen, the

international community exchanged their latest

experiences. We were there and summed up the best

of five exciting days for you. >>> mehr

© ITS World Congress

Like a Fish in the Water – Expert Interview about LinkingDanube

Just as Danny and Danielle Danube - our

LinkingDanube testimonials - feel comfortable in the

Danube region's mobility system, all travellers,

regardless of transport mode and region, should feel in

the future. You can find out how this will work in our

expert interview with the project managers at

AustriaTech. >>> mehr
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Register now – ITS Austria Conference 2018

The dialogue of all relevant stakeholders is one of the

basic prerequisites for the coordinated establishment

of integrated and intelligent transport systems. The ITS

Austria Conference 2018 serves as a networking and

discourse forum for trend-setting developments in the

coming years. Register now! >>> mehr
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Tipp

You want to know how to charge your Electronic Vehicle? The BMVIT published a guide that

deals with this exact topic. (German)

The new Roadmap on personal mobility describes the forthcoming research priorities in

terms of the programme mobility of the future.

The INDustrial TECHnologies 2018 Conference will take place in Vienna from 29 to 31

October. Register now!

In the e-learning course "E-Mob-Train", there will again be the opportunity to train and

network in the field of electromobility on a part-time basis.
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